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Dear Yeshua,
Sunday, 28 November 2021, 4:18AM.
Part 1 - Really Sore
I fell asleep at about 9PM last night, and woke up about one or two times and then went back to sleep.
Then I woke at about 1:30 or 2AM. I had been dreaming, but do not remember the contents. But when I
woke up at two, I was exceedingly sore throughout my whole body. And the pain in my right hand had
returned. I had my hand prayed for at church about a week earlier, and the pain subsided. The pain in my
right hand is a result of my gripping a weapon in the hand of my spirit-man too tightly for too long a time
in battle (see 2 Samuel 23:10). Additionally, I have had a brief history of a medical condition known as
“trigger-Qinger” in my right little Qinger. I had this condition for about three or four years, then about two
or three years ago it “just went away”, because Jesus healed me from it.
Today I noticed a minor trigger-Qinger effect had returned to the same Qinger. This is deQinitely the result
of spiritual warfare. It actually started before I went to bed. My back muscles got sore all at once. And as
I was going to bed, angel Gabe said that a lot of the pain was from an accumulation of the stress of battle
from this past week.
And yesterday angel Gabriel said that I really ought to have four Vicodin tablets per day, rather than the
three which my present prescription allows for. My previous prescription from earlier doctors permitted
up to four tablets daily. The doctor I am seeing at present has been treating me for less than a year, and I
was reluctant to ask for more than three pills until I think he is satisQied that I am not easily addicted to
drugs, especially narcotics. I took four narcotic tablets daily for many years without any increased
dependancy.
Because of my continuous warfare, my spirit-man routinely gets over-stressed. However the Lord Holy
Spirit gives gifts of healing to me on an ongoing. It’s kind of like being a Helicopter. The Helicopter is
always falling, yet continuously being held aloft by the work of the rotors. This is actually how a chopper
Qlies. While being held aloft, it tips forward into the “fall of gravity”, while at the same time getting both
forward momentum and lift from the propulsion of the rotors. Rather ingenious if you ask me.
Part 2 - Dad Intercedes For Son
I was thinking yesterday about a friend of mine who has a son. Last year, in 2020, the son was displaying
signs of demonic inQluence. I know this because the Lord made arrangements for me to diagnose the
son’s condition.
On one of our phone conversations, my friend commented to me that he was concerned about his son. He
said that his son was using profanity a lot, and that he thought that human beings were nothing more
than “automatons”. He was also being reclusive, and I learned later on that he had been for a time
suicidal.
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My friend and his wife and son are full-time RVers, those whose living quarters is a Recreational Vehicle of
some kind. In their case, they have a heavy duty pickup truck and a pretty good size “Qifth-wheel” trailer.
Last year (2020) I had an opportunity to visit them at a RV park where they were staying for a couple of
weeks. The park was within driving distance from my house. While I was using their restroom, I began to
inquire about the son, and his use of word “automaton” to describe the human condition. It was then that
the Lord showed me that ‘AUTOMATON” was indeed a demonic spirit who had attached itself to the son.
From that point on I began my usual prayers of deliverance, both for the son, and for the entire family.
Fast forward to this year. Sometime in the early fall the father sent me a couple of photos showing his son
with their new dog. I have a gift whereby I can see in photographs whether someone is being inQluence by
an evil spirit. What I saw in these two pictures was a young man full of life, with no indication of demonic
attachment. What the Lord showed me was a picture of joy, purpose, and peace. Then, I began to think
about an incident which happened earlier this year, in March 2021. I recorded this incident in Letter 882.
Based on evidence recorded in Letter 882, I then determined that it was very likely that what transpired
in the parking lot was an earth-space incident which revealed a larger spirit-space conQlict. The man who
was accusing (essentially attacking) my friend was being motivated by the Fallen Angel Overseer of a
demon named “AUTOMATON”. This evil angel, by inQluencing, manipulating, and putting words into the
mouth of a man* who was a stranger to my friend, wanted to see if he could frighten my friend, and
produce a spirit of fear within him, in order to retain and perhaps strengthen his grip on his son through
the angel’s subordinate demon “Automaton”.
Instead, what happened is the Lord Holy Spirit emboldened the father to defend himself and his family.
By knocking the iPhone** out of the man’s hand, the Lord severed the connection which the Fallen Angel
Overlord had with the automaton demon attached to the son. This then became the beginning of the
removal of the demon “AUTOMATON”, and subsequent healing of the son.
By the time I saw the photos of the son, he had been completely healed of demonic incursion. Blessed be
the Name of the Lord Jesus.
**To the Fallen Angel, the strange man was no more than a “useful idiot”; a tool to be used against my
friend and brother.
*The iPhone in earth-space represents Seeing and Hearing Communications in spirit-space.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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